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Abstract
We have been developing a paradigm that we call learning-from-observation for a robot to automatically acquire a robot
program to conduct a series of operations, or for a robot to understand what to do, through observing humans performing
the same operations. Since a simple mimicking method to repeat exact joint angles or exact end-effector trajectories does not
work well because of the kinematic and dynamic differences between a human and a robot, the proposed method employs
intermediate symbolic representations, tasks, for conceptually representing what-to-do through observation. These tasks are
subsequently mapped to appropriate robot operations depending on the robot hardware. In the present work, task models for
upper-body operations of humanoid robots are presented, which are designed on the basis of Labanotation. Given a series
of human operations, we first analyze the upper-body motions and extract certain fixed poses from key frames. These key
poses are translated into tasks represented by Labanotation symbols. Then, a robot performs the operations corresponding
to those task models. Because tasks based on Labanotation are independent of robot hardware, different robots can share
the same observation module, and only different task-mapping modules specific to robot hardware are required. The system
was implemented and demonstrated that three different robots can automatically mimic human upper-body operations with
a satisfactory level of resemblance.

Keywords Humanoid robot · Programing-by-demonstration · Labanotation · Task model · Gesture recognition · Action
recognition · Key pose
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1 Introduction

In recent times, robotic applications have increased signifi-
cantly. Traditionally, their applications have been limited to
industrial domains. However, as of late, robots have been
used in other areas, including family service (Wada and Shi-
bata 2007), medical applications (Dombre et al. 2003; Roy
et al. 2009) disaster management, and defense applications
(Treptow et al. 2005; Aboshosha and Zell 2003). In response
to this trend, awider variety of roboticmechanisms have been
developed,with increasing degrees of freedom (DOF).A rep-
resentative example is the commercialization of humanoid
robots, which typically have more than 40 degrees of free-
dom. For such high DOF, one of the imminent issues is
programming operations in an efficient manner.

We have been working on the learning-from-observation
paradigm to reduce the burden of programming (Ikeuchi et al.
1991; Ikeuchi and Suehiro 1994). If we can train a robot to
perform a task by merely observing a human performing the
same task, we can drastically decrease the programming cost.
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Fig. 1 Task recognition and state transitions. a Task recognition.
Abstract task model associates one state transition with a necessary
robot operation to create the transition and b state transitions and asso-
ciated robot actions in the two-block world

This paradigm is well suited for humanoid robots because of
their high DOF making manually programming such opera-
tions very difficult if not impossible.

For the learning-from-observation paradigm, we previ-
ously proposed the task-and-skill framework. The framework
separates common components (such as “what to do”)
referred to as tasks, from personal variegations (“how to do”)
referred to as skills (Ikeuchi et al. 1991; Ikeuchi and Suehiro
1994). A task is defined as a robot operation for achieving a
goal by generating one specific state transition, and a skill is
considered a trajectory among such state transitions and the
speed variations along such trajectory (Ikeuchi and Suehiro
1994).

In this work, we focus on tasks. Each task is defined based
on its goals, such as to achieve a specific contact state or to
show a specific human posture, in the various domains of
human activities. For an example, let us consider the assem-
bly of a pair of cubes with the aim of achieving specific
contact states, as shown in Fig. 1a. In this domain, two cubes,
say A and B, are defined to have four states; “A on top of B”,
“B on top of A”, “A to the left of B”, and “B to the left of
A” as shown in Fig. 1b. A task in this case, for example, is to
create a transition of contact states between the two cubes.
For instance, one transition is from the state “A to the left of
B” to the state “A on top of B”. To each state transition we
can assign one necessary operation to result in the desired
next state—in this case, the operation “Put-A-on-top-of-B”.
This association between a state transition and the necessary
operation is defined as a task model (Ikeuchi et al. 1991).

We define our task recognition scheme as an extension
of object recognition. In the offline mode of object recog-
nition, abstract object models are prepared and stored in
a computer’s database. In the online mode, the computer
associates model features with real features, identifies the
corresponding abstract objects, and creates a world repre-
sentation with instantiated object models. Similarly in task
recognition, in the offlinemodeweprepare abstract taskmod-
els on a computer that associate state transitions with the

Fig. 2 Exploration of task domains

operations necessary to create such transitions. In the online
mode, the system detects state transitions from the object
recognition result and identifies an abstract task model to
associate the detected state transition with an operation to
achieve the transition.

The purpose of this task recognition is twofold. First, by
dividing a continuous observation space into a discrete set of
states and thus tasks, we can reduce the effect of observation
errors. In the above example, the object recognition result
contains a small positional error but because the four states
are adequately discrete, the result is correctly classified as
one of the four states. A few error-correction examples in
the polyhedral world can be found in Suehiro and Ikeuchi
(1992).

The second purpose is to separate observation from exe-
cution. The tasks obtained from observation are independent
of the robot hardware; different robots can share the same
observation module and only task-mapping modules need to
be specific to the robot hardware. We can make robots with
different hardware execute the same set of tasks by simply
replacing the mapping module without changing the obser-
vation module.

Under this task-skill paradigm, we employ the divide-
and-conquer strategy to find the appropriate task domains
that have the necessary and sufficient task sets. These
domains include two cubes (Ikeuchi et al. 1991), two poly-
hedral objects (Ikeuchi and Suehiro 1994), mechanical parts
(Ikeuchi et al. 1993), and knotting rope world (Takamatsu
et al. 2006). See Fig. 2.

In 2007, we demonstrated the application of this task-skill
paradigm to a humanoid robot for performing a Japanese
folk dance called Aizu-bandai-san (Nakaoka et al. 2007).We
defined tasks for the lower body as contact states between the
feet and thefloor. The robot had three states: left-foot-contact,
right-foot-contact, and both-feet-contact. For these states, we
defined three task models: right step task, left step task, and
standing task. For each task model, skill parameters were
defined such as step width, step height, and waist height. See
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Task models and skill parameters for lower-body motions. The
robot has three states, left-foot-contact, right-foot-contact, and both-
feet-contact. Based on these states, we define three task models: right
step task, left step task, and standing task. For each task model, skill
parameters are defined, such as step width, step height, and waist height

Although the robot could successfully perform the Aizu-
bandai-san dance and attracted considerable attention from
the media and academia, defining upper-body tasks (that is,
describing human poses for this purpose) has been an open
issue since then.

In this study, we designed tasks for upper-body operations
(that is, motions of upper-body parts) based on Labanotation
which is used by the dance community to describe dances.
In addition, we propose a method to extract Labanotation by
means of observation. The contributions in this paper are as
follows:

1. Obtain Labanotation by means of observation,
2. Establishment of a method to describe upper-body oper-

ations as state transitions based on Labanotation, and
3. Generate upper-body operations of three actual robots

based on observed Labanotation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents a review of related works. Section 3 explains
Labanotation and its relationship with task models. Section 4
explains how to convert skeleton data from a depth sensor,
such as a Microsoft Kinect, into Labanotation. Section 5
presents an overview of system implementation. Section 6
explains the demonstration results and evaluates the derived
Labanotation. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 RelatedWork

In robotics, many researchers have developed methods to
adapt human motion to a humanoid robot. Riley et al. con-
verted human motion data, obtained using a motion capture

system, into joint trajectories of a humanoid robot tomake the
robot execute a dance routine (Riley et al. 2000). For the same
purpose, Pollard proposed a method for constraining a set of
given joint trajectories within the mechanical limitations of
the joints (Pollard et al. 2002). For biped humanoid robots,
Tamiya proposed a method that enabled a robot to follow
givenmotion trajectories while maintaining balance (Tamiya
et al. 1999). Kagami et al. extended the method to allow
the robot to change the supporting leg (Kagami et al. 2000).
Yamane proposed a dynamic filter that converts a physically
inconsistent motion into a consistent one for a given body
(Yamane and Nakamura 2003). These works were mainly
concerned with creating a new joint trajectory within a given
physical constraint. There has been no attempt to describe
global motion structures using symbolic representations.

Most studies on humanoids have focused on generating
lower-body motions because lower-body motions are criti-
cal for maintaining balance. Recently, however, humanoid
robots are being used increasingly to perform day-to-day
tasks, such as chatting. For those applications, generating
appropriate upper-body motions are important.

In daily conversations, body language is an essential com-
ponent. Such body language, a series of robot posters along
with spoken language by the robot, conveys a feeling of live-
liness to the users. For a robot such as Pepper, the lower
body often consists of stable wheels, and the main issue is
the generation of a meaningful set of upper-body posters or
operations. LaViers and Egerstedt defined upper-body states
and state transitions (LaViers and Egerstedt 2012). Further-
more, they represented emotional components and how such
emotions influence robot operations. However, those states
were extracted manually. By contrast, we aim to generate
such upper-body motions based solely on observation.

The learning community is interested in the so-called
“mimesis loop”. One of their inspirations is the discovery of
mirror neurons. A few representative works included (Vuga
et al. 2013; Gams et al. 2015). In those works, observed
motions are learned with reinforcement learning to mimic
specific motions. Kawato’s group proposed a humanoid
robot to learn Okinawa-teodori based on the neural network
approach (Cheng et al. 2008). The result is interesting but
owing to the bottom-up nature of the learning mechanism,
it is difficult to conduct a high-level symbolic analysis, such
as an analysis of the dance structures learned. Moreover, no
attempts have been made to extract symbolic representations
that can be interpreted and edited by humans and transferred
to robot hardwarewith differentDOFs from the original hard-
ware.

With regards to dance performance, Kuroki et al. enabled
a biped humanoid to stably perform dance motions, includ-
ing dynamic-style steps (Kuroki et al. 2003). Nakaoka et al.
developed a similar dancing robot by using a software appli-
cation called Choreonoid (Nakaoka et al. 2004). However,
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these robots were coded manually, and no analysis is avail-
able. Kosuge et al. proposed a dance partner robot forwestern
dances. The robot executed dance moves based on its part-
ner’s motion (Kosuge et al. 2003). Okuno’s group developed
a humanoid robot to step along with a musical beat (Yoshii
et al. 2007). The motion of this robot was limited to stepping.

By contrast, in the present work we use Labanotation, a
notation system used in the dance community (Guest 2005;
Choensawat et al. 2010), to describe upper-body tasks for a
humanoid robot. A few robotics researchers have proposed
the use ofLabanotation as the basis of a robot languagedesign
(Huang and Hudak 2003). We use Labanotation for describ-
ing upper-body states and designing tasks for upper-body
operations of humanoid robots under the learning-from-
observation paradigm.

The observation module of our system is related to
human action recognition. Recently, there has been exten-
sive research on the recognition of human actions based on
visual observation. Representative works include the action-
let ensemble model (Wang et al. 2012), convolutional neural
network (Ji et al. 2013; Chéron et al. 2015), trajectories
(Wang andSchmid 2013;Amor et al. 2016), andmotion char-
acteristics (Jain et al. 2013; Kovashka and Grauman 2010).
Several databases to evaluate the performance of recognition
systems have been collated, including the UCF sports dataset
(Rodriguez et al. 2008), Stanford Olympics dataset (Niebles
et al. 2010), and Hollywood movie dataset (Marszalek et al.
2009). However, these methods are mainly concerned with
the categorization of human actions such as biking, climbing
stairs, and skipping. In fact, there is no notion of neces-
sary and sufficient issues in those database and recognition.
Rather, such recognition is limited to the original categoriza-
tion of actions, necessitating a redesign of the recognition
algorithms if the original categorization were modified even
slightly. Moreover, such recognition results cannot be used
to generate robot motion.

A few researchers have proposed the use of Laban
movement analysis for gesture recognition and classifica-
tion (Truong and Zaharia 2017; Rett and Dias 2007). This
direction is important, and we use Labanotation to generate
intermediate representations of our goal, which is to mimic
human upper-body operations by using robots.

Bobick categorized the recognition of human actions into
three classes: “movement”, “activity”, and “action” recog-
nition. Among these three classes, movement recognition is
closely related to our task recognition (Bobick 1997). Bobick
defined a movement as “a motion whose execution is consis-
tent and easily characterized by a finite space trajectory”. We
redefine a movement, a robot operation, as “a motion with a
clear purpose to generate one state transition in one particular
task domain”. Our tasks are defined to specify corresponding
movements for creating state transitions. We use the words

motions, movements, and gestures interchangeably in this
paper.

One of the imminent issues then is defining states and dis-
cerning such state transitions by observation. These states
are characterized in various domains. In fact, we have been
exploring this necessary and sufficient set of states in vari-
ous domains of human operations, including the polyhedral
world (Ikeuchi and Suehiro 1994) and lower-body dance
motions (Nakaoka et al. 2007). Herein, we design states and
state transitions for upper-body operations based on Laban-
otation.

3 Labanotation and TaskModels

3.1 Introduction to Labanotation

A dance or a gesture consists of a series of human motions.
Such a continuous sequence of motions can be described
using Labanotation. Labanotation was developed by Rudolf
V. Laban in the early 20th century as a method of move-
ment notation (Guest 2005). Labanotation comprises four
elements: body, space, time, and dynamics. Body stands for
the body parts thatmove. Space representsmotions described
in terms of directions, levels, distance, or degree. Time rep-
resents the duration of a movement. Dynamics represent
emotional components of motions. In this work, we focus
on the first three basic elements (body, space, and time) and
leave dynamics for future work.

A Labanotation score is drawn in two dimensions, body
columns and time rows as shown in Fig. 4a. The vertical solid
and dotted lines represent each body columns. Each column,
corresponding to one body part, contains Labanotation sym-
bols, such as rectangular and triangular symbols in Fig. 4a,
representing how each body part moves along the flow of
time. Time flows from the bottom to the top. Labanotation
symbols are scaled to fit the starting time and the ending time,
and the gap between two symbols in a column indicates a lack
of motion in that period or holding the previous pose during
that period.

The columns are divided into the left and the right sides,
corresponding to the left and right sides of the body. These
columns correspond to body parts and are depicted using the
arrow-like symbols in Fig. 4b. The four support columns at
the center represent the foot that supports the body. It is not
always necessary to specify all the body parts. For exam-
ple, because the focus of the present work is on upper-body
motions, Fig. 4a only represents the upper arms, lower arms,
and head explicitly. Other body parts such as left and right
foot and their support information are omitted.

In Labanotation, symbol shapes, such as rectangular shape
or triangle shape, represent the motion directions of body
parts. The motion direction is specified using the coordi-
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Fig. 4 Labanotation. a Labanotation score and b body part symbols
corresponding to the columns in the score

Fig. 5 Labanotation and its coordinate systems. a Body coordinate sys-
tems. The XYZ axes define the main body coordinate system, and local
coordinate systems are defined for each body part. For example, X′Y′Z′
is the local coordinate system defined at the left upper arm, b shapes
along azimuth directions and c shading along zenith angle

nate systems as shown in Fig. 5. For an upper-body motion,
Labanotation defines the main body coordinate system,
shown as the XYZ axis in Fig. 5a. The origin of the main
body coordinate system (known as the “main cross” in the
dance community) is at the center of the body when a dancer
stands naturally. The X axis (front or back) is the direction
in which the dancer is facing. The Y axis (left or right) is the
direction from right to left. The Z axis (up or down direction)
is the direction from the feet to the head.

For each body part, a local coordinate system, which is
parallel to the body coordinate system, is defined at the near
joint of that part to the body. The axis X′Y′Z′ in Fig. 5a is an
example of the local coordinate system defined for the left
upper arm.

Based on the local coordinate system, Labanotation
defines 11 shapes for azimuth directions and three shadings
for levels (or zenith directions). Azimuth directions include
eight main directions, namely, forward (X axis), backward
(−X axis), left (Y axis), right (−Y axis), left forward, right
forward, left backward, right backward, and one special
direction, the north–south axis (Z axis) referred to as “place”.
Figure 5b shows the corresponding eleven symbols.

Fig. 6 Skeleton figures corresponding to the Labanotation score in
Fig. 4a

Here the forward and the backward directions use two
symbols each based on which body part points the forward
and backward directions, respectively. Namely, for example,
the left upper arm uses the left side symbol for the forward
direction, and the right upper arm uses the right-side symbol
for the forward direction. The levels (or zenith directions)
include “high”, “normal”, and “low”. Figure 5c shows the
corresponding shadings.

Let us interpret the Labanotation score in Fig. 4a. Fig-
ure 6 shows an example of the end poses corresponding to
the Labanotation score in Fig. 4a. At the initial pose, denoted
by 0 in Fig. 4a, both arms point downward (the south pole),
referred to as “place low”. The head faces the forward direc-
tion. In task 1, which requires unit time, the left lower arm
rises and finally points toward the front direction, referred to
as “forward normal”, as indicated in the skeleton figure in
the 1st frame in Fig. 6. In task 2, which requires twice the
unit time and thus the symbol in task 2 is twice longer than
the symbol in task 1, the left upper arm is raised, and, as
the result, the left upper and lower arms point toward the for-
ward direction,while the right hand side keeps the same pose,
which corresponds blank space in the Labanotation score. In
task 3, keeping the left upper and lower arms in the same
pose, the right upper and lower arms point toward the right
low direction, referred to as “right low”. In task 4, which
requires twice the time as task 3, both arms point toward the
upper direction, referred to as “place high”.

3.2 Labanotation, Tasks, and States

Each symbol in a score carries two different types of infor-
mation: the final pose and the duration. The final pose of each
body part is represented by the shape and the shading of each
symbol. The duration from the start to the end of the task is
represented by the length of each symbol. Labanotation sym-
bols do not describe the trajectory between the start and the
end poses.

We can interpret one Labanotation symbol as indicating
one robot task. One robot task is defined as one state transi-
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Fig. 7 Same dance set and Labanotation. a Same dance set and differ-
ent dance set. Each small human figure depicts one dance performance.
There is one group of different performances that are considered to be

the same dance, while others are considered to be different dances and
b Labanotation and human perception

tion in the learning-from-observation paradigm (Ikeuchi and
Suehiro 1994). In this paper, we can define one state as one
key pose of a robot. One Labanotation symbol corresponds
to one state (pose) transition, of which the end state (pose)
is depicted as the Labanotation symbol. The starting state
corresponds to the previous pose depicted by the previous
Labanotation symbol. The task duration is represented as
the length of the symbol. One exception is the initial symbol
below the double-line in Fig. 4b, which does not indicate any
performance duration, but simply indicates the initial pose of
the entire task sequence.

3.3 Labanotation as a Necessary and Sufficient
Condition for Defining Equivalent Set of Dances

Labanotation scores not only visually resemble music scores
but also have similar characteristics. A competent musician
can record a given musical score by merely hearing it play.
By reading amusic score, a musician can play the same score
with a slight variation in each performance. In a similar way,
by watching a same dance performance, a dance expert can
record its Labanotation score. By reading a given Labanota-
tion score, a dancer can perform the same dance with a slight
variation in each performance.

Equality of Labanotation scores is the necessary and suf-
ficient condition for two dance performances to belong to an
equivalent set of dances. Dances in general are not all con-
sidered the same. Yet, performances of a dance which differ
slightly owing to the dancers performing them are considered
the same dance by other dancers.We can define an equivalent
dance set comprising the same aforementioned dance perfor-
mances as small human symbols in Fig. 7a. Here, each small
human symbol depicts one dance performance.

We can use Labanotation to check whether a dance per-
formance belongs to one equivalent dance set. We can state
that the necessary and sufficient condition for two dance per-
formances to belong to the equivalent dance set is that the

two dance performances can be described using the same
Labanotation score. See Fig. 7b.

• Sufficient condition According to the Labanotation com-
mittee, if two dance performances belong to an equivalent
dance set, they should be recorded using the same Laban-
otation score.

• Necessary condition By looking at the same Labanotation
score, various dances will deliver various performances.
However, the committee guarantee that these perfor-
mances are perceived as the same dance by human dancers.

In fact, to tune this sense of the equivalent dance set, the
Labanotation community has established a training course
for recording dances, and a certificate is issued to those who
pass this exam.

3.4 Justification of Labanotation

Even though digitization in terms of the directions and levels
of Labanotation seems too coarse, it can be justified using
psychological evidence. Labanotation samples only eight
azimuth directions from 360-degree continuous directions,
and five zenith directions from 180-degree continuous direc-
tions. Along this line of digitization, Miller’s law declares
that the human capacity for processing analog information
into digital information allows for only seven, plus or minus
two, categorizations (Miller 1956). For instance, the number
of colors in a rainbow is seven, even though our eyes per-
ceive continuous color variances in a rainbow. The number
of main chords in music is exactly seven. When evaluating
someone’s performance, we often use five scales, namely,
excellent, good, fair, bad, and worse. Based on this argu-
ment by Miller, the eight-directional digitization in terms of
azimuth angle and the five-directional digitization in terms
of zenith angle may be reasonable considering the limits of
human perception, bolstered by the fact that the dance com-
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munity has been using this notation for more than a century.
Of course, in Labanotation, it is possible to specify finer
directions if necessary, but to this end, we must define a sub-
interval and probably around seven directions to digitize the
sub-interval into finer directions.

Currently, many computer vision researchers focus on
“recognition of gestures” to classify continuous human
motions into categories such as “standing up” or “running”.
However, it is unclear why such categories are adequate to
describe human motions. We propose an intermediate level
of descriptions obtained from continuous human motions,
digitization of timing, and part directions along the resolu-
tion based on the capacity of human perception by borrowing
notations from the dance community. We believe that even
though Labanotation is used by the dance community, we
should be able to use it for describing general humanmotions.
A Labanotation score, a series of Labanotation symbols, cor-
responds to each high-level recognition, such as “standing
up” or “running” in the current gesture recognition scheme.

4 Labanotation Encoder

One of the main components in the observation module is
the Labanotation encoder. The encoder, describing a motion
sequence as a Labanotation score, involves two steps: key
frame detection and Labanotation encoding. First, we must
decide when an important pose occurs from a sequence of
human motions. We must choose one point in time at which
to record the pose using Labanotation symbols. We refer to
such a point in time as a key frame. Then, we convert key
poses at those key frames into Labanotation symbols.

4.1 Naïve Method for Key Frame Detection

One naïve method is to convert all poses of a human per-
former at each sampling time into Labanotation symbols
without considering whether the same symbol was assigned
to the previous step or not. The Labanotation transitions are
then extracted.

We implemented this method. The number of key frames
detected turned out to be dozens of times more than a Laban-
otation expert would record. This method cannot generate
human-like Labanotation scores for three reasons. First, one
motion may cross multiple areas in space. As an example,
suppose that a body partmoves from “place low” (south pole)
to “place high” (north pole). The system generates multiple
Labanotation symbols along the trajectory between the two
poles. Second, for one single motion, different body parts
start to move at slightly different times because of the nature
of human performance. This leads to the creation of multi-
ple key frames for a single meaningful motion. Third, from
one pose to another, body part motions may hover around the

detection threshold, creating noise and leading to the creation
of extra Labanotation symbols.

This method performs poorly in generating meaning-
ful Labanotation compared to human experts. However, the
method does preserve intermediate trajectory information as
symbolic representations. We can use this method for skill
analysis in the future. In addition, we will use the results
yielded by this method as ancillary information for the par-
allel energy method, which is described later.

4.2 Total EnergyMethod

Based on a discussion with Labanotation experts, brief stops
in body motions play important roles in human perception
and, thus, provide candidates for key frames. Shiratori et al.
considered a motion energy function of all the components
of the human body; that is, he combined the motion energy
values of all motions of the hands, feet, and head, and deter-
mined key frames as local minima of the energy function
(Shiratori et al. 2006). They assumed that key frames usu-
ally occur around beat points in the accompanying music.
Key frames are searched for around beat points based on
this assumption. Even though this idea of combining energy
functions with the beat of music was powerful, it was limited
in its applicability to applications other than dance analysis.
Thus, we redesign the energy functions without considering
music beats, based only on the speed and acceleration of the
hands’ positions.

Considering the noisy values and motion blur in the cap-
tured data, a smoothing process is first applied based on the
discrete convolution of a Gaussian-based filter to the vari-
ances x, y, and z of each endpoint, (left and right hands in
our case), separately:

f ′(x) � f (x) ∗ G(x), (1)

with

G(x) � 1

σ
√
2π

e− (x−μ)2

2σ2 . (2)

In our implementation, we use the sum of the energy of
the left and the right hands. The basic idea of the total energy
function for one side of the hand is as follows:

E � g(Ea(x, y, z)) − k(Es(x, y, z)), (3)

where Ea represents the acceleration calculated as

Ea(x, y, z) � 1√
3

√(
∂2x

∂t2

)2

+

(
∂2y

∂t2

)2

+

(
∂2z

∂t2

)2

, (4)
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Es is the speed determined as

Es(x, y, z) � 1√
3

√(
∂x

∂t

)2

+

(
∂y

∂t

)2

+

(
∂z

∂t

)2

. (5)

Here x, y, z is the hand position at t with respect to the
body coordinate system. The energy terms, Ea and Es, are
normalized to have values in the interval [0, 1] based on the
maximum and the minimum values over the entire observa-
tion. Namely,

Êa � g(Ea) � (
Ea − Eamin

)
/
(
Eamax − Eamin

)
, (6)

Ês � k(Es) � (
Es − Esmin

)
/
(
Esmax − Esmin

)
, (7)

The total energy is the summation of the left and the right-
side energy:

E �
∑

le f t,right

Êa −
∑

le f t,right

Ês, (8)

The total energy method detects peaks in the function and
uses those corresponding frames as key frames.

4.3 Parallel EnergyMethod

Each body part performs its own task in a parallel manner. In
Labanotation, each columnmay contain symbols of different
lengths compared to those in other columns, as shown in
Fig. 4a. For example, the left lower arm is raised to themiddle
height, while the other body parts hold the same positions as
in the first key frame. This suggests giving each body part its
own energy function.

We analyze the motions of each body part by using the
spherical coordinate system because Labanotation is based
on the spherical coordinate system. We can use the same
local coordinate systems for each body parts as defined in
the Labanotation. See Fig. 5a. Namely, we can set the ori-
gin of the local coordinate system at the joint near the body
center, while the axes are aligned with the global body coor-
dinate system. The joint position of the far side joint can be
represented as (x, y, z) in this local coordinate systems. We
convert these positions from the Cartesian coordinate system
to the spherical coordinate system as follows:

r �
√
x2 + y2 + z2, (9)

θ � arccos
( z
r

)
, θ ∈ [0, 180], (10)

φ � arctan
( y

x

)
, φ ∈ (−180, 180]. (11)

We calculate the geodesic angular speed for all four upper-
body parts (right upper and lower arms, left upper and lower
arms) as follows:

�v � (
φ̇sinθ

)�e∅ − θ̇ �eθ , (12)

We define the energy function of each body part as its
speed:

Es � |�v|. (13)

We employ twoGaussian filterswith different σ to smooth
the result of the energy function and to detect the precise
positions of key frames.

E(x) � Es(x) ∗ G(x), (14)

First, we apply the Gaussian filter with the larger σ to the
energy function. We detect all local minimum points along
the output. By given a rough position of local minimums on
the larger scale,weupdate the position of the “trueminimum”
by searching in between two nearby inflection points on the
energy functionfiltered by theGaussianfilterwith the smaller
σ . Here, we use the criteria E ′′(x) � 0 and E ′′′(x) 	� 0 to find
out the inflection points of filtered energy function (Witkin
1984).

Holding detectionHolding is the interval that a performer
maintains the same pose for a while. An ideal shape of the
energy function for a holding is as follows: a sudden drop in
the valley, a valley shape of a certain width, followed by a
rise. The longer the stop, the wider is the breath. However,
for a human performer, it is impossible to keep a joint still.
The value rises and falls around zero as the performer holds
the position, which is represented by small peaks and valleys.
We could set a small threshold to eliminate those small peaks
and values for detecting the holding interval.

However, we do not want to set an arbitrary threshold.
Instead, we use the naive labanotation generated by the naïve
method.We consider that intervals as a holding when succes-
sive frames have the same naïve Labanotation with multiple
valleys.We only keep the first valley and the last valley as the
starting and ending frames, ignoring anything in between.

Brief stop detection After processing the holding frames,
we examine remaining frames for brief stop detection.Abrief
stop can be detected at a point where the energy function has
a valley in an interval of successive frames with the same
naïve Labanotation.

Keyframe detection After collecting potential key frames
of each body part separately, referred to as part key frames,
we line up the result to find the real key frames, referred
to as body key frames. As mentioned earlier, because of the
limitation of human physical ability, to perform one set of
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Fig. 8 26 Directions on Gaussian sphere. Each direction can be repre-
sented as a point on the Gaussian sphere. The distance between two
directions can be measured as the geodesic distance between two cor-
responding spherical points

Labanotation, different body parts may reach their end posi-
tions at different timings. We assume that a body key frame
is surrounded by several part key frames that belong to the
same body key frame. Each body key frame is relatively far
away from other body key frames. We allow the maximum
time difference between two part key frames belonging to the
same body key frame to be less than 1/3 s. We use a window
of this size to scan along the timeline, clustering potential
part key frames inside that window as one group, and then
move to the next potential part key frame that has not been
scanned. Then, we calculate the average position of part key
frames within each group and consider those positions as the
output body key frames of the parallel method.

4.4 Labanotation Encoding

The eight azimuth directions and five zenith directions
Labanotation canbe represented as 26directions on theGaus-
sian sphere as shown in Fig. 8. Conversion of a pose in
each key frame to Labanotation is done based on the angu-
lar direction of each part. The symbol corresponding to the
nearest sampling direction among 26 directions measured by
the geodesic distance is considered to be the corresponding
notation.

The Labanotation committee defines assistant frames as
intermediate frames along long trajectories. Suppose the
angular difference of one part between two key frames is
more than 135°. If the trajectory on the Gaussian sphere is
along the geodesic of the sphere, the committee defines that
no extra symbol is necessary. If not, an extra frame is inserted
at the middle point for specifying the trajectory uniquely. We
refer to this frame as an assistant frame. Because the gener-
ation of assistant frames relies strictly on the quality of key

frames, we focus only on examining the efficiency of key
frame generation by using different methods.

The Labanotation committee allows the use of two types
of methods to specify the duration of a task: proportionate
timing and free timing. In a proportionate timing method,
the length of a symbol is a multiple of a unit length. Exam-
ples include task sequences of dance based on music beats.
The other type of sequences consists of tasks with variable
lengths,which are specified using the free timingmethod. For
the sake of generality, we use the free timing method in this
paper. Each Labanotation symbol has a length proportional
to the actual frame number of two adjacent key frames.

5 System Implementation

5.1 SystemOverview

In this study, we focus on converting an input sequence into
a Labanotation score. However, the purpose of the proposed
system is to mimic human gestures through robot perfor-
mance under the learning-from-observation paradigm. Thus,
in this section, we explain the entire system that generates
Labanotation scores in the observation module and directs
robot performances based on the Labanotation scores in the
task-mapping module.

Figure 9 shows an overview of the proposed system. In
the observation module, a depth sensor is used to record
humanmotions. From skeleton data obtained using the depth
sensor, key frame extraction and Labanotation encoding, as
described in Sect. 4, are conducted.

In the task-mappingmodule, Labanotation scores are con-
verted into robot motions. A task-mappingmodule is specific
to a robot configuration. The later part of this section explains
the details of the module.

We used two custom-made and one commercially avail-
able robot, GR001 (G-robot 2016), for demonstrating the
machine-independence of the observation module. One of
the custom-made robots, RABOT1, shown in Fig. 10a, has
seven DOFs, namely two DOFs around each shoulder, one
DOF around the waist, and two DOFs for head motion (pitch
and yaw). Each DOF of the robot is directly driven by a
servomotor. The other custom-made robot, RABOT2, shown
in Fig. 10b, has nine DOFs. This robot has one DOF for
the body rotation, two DOFs for the head motion, and three
DOFs for each of two arms. In addition, we used one com-
mercially available robot, GR001 as shown in Fig. 10c. The
upper-body configuration of GR001 is the same as that of
RABOT2, although their arm lengths and control mecha-
nisms are different.
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Fig. 9 Overview of the learning-from-observation system. The system
consists of two modules: observation and mapping. The observation
module records human motions using a depth sensor and then coverts
those measurements into skeleton data. At the next step, the observation
module extracts key frames using either the total (4.2) or the parallel

(4.3) method. The skeleton data at the key frames are encoded into
labanotation scores (4.4),which are independent on robot hardware. The
task-mapping module converts Labanotation scores into robot motions
for each specific robot hardware

Fig. 10 Robot hardware employed in experiments. a 7DOFs RABOT1,
b 9 DOFs RABOT2 and c GR001

5.2 Task-MappingModule

A task-mapping module maps a Labanotation score to a
sequence of motions of a robot. Each robot has different
configurations; we prepared a mapping module correspond-
ing to each robot. In this section, for the sake of clarity, first,
we will explain the simple 7-DOF RABOT1 as a test bed.

In addition, we assumed that a Labanotation score rep-
resents hand parts in one column instead of three columns
of upper arm, lower arm, and hand. Later, we will explain

how to extend the method to other complicated cases. Some
robots contain not only rotational joints but also prismatic
joints or joints with different kinematic structures. However,
for representing humanmotions, typical humanoid robots are
the most suitable hardware. Thus, we limit our discussion to
humanoid robots with rotational joints. The procedure for
mapping Labanotation scores to robots with different types
of joints will be discussed elsewhere.

As for the pitch direction of the whole arm, following
Labanotation we digitized the direction into three levels:
“high”, “normal”, and “low”, as shown in Fig. 11a. The
roll space of the whole arm is represented as a set of four
positions, “left”, “left forward”, “forward”, and “right for-
ward”, as shown in Fig. 11b. Owing to the limitations of
RABOT1, only frontal poses are implemented. Of course,
some human gestures may have more complicated motions,
such as moving one arm backward. We ignore such motions
in this simple implementation. All outside motions are rep-
resented as boundary motions. We found that such a simple
implementation provides satisfactory results in most cases
because human gestures are intended to be shown to other
persons who are usually in front of the person performing
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Fig. 11 Robot hardware employed in experiments. a Pitch and b roll

Fig. 12 Mapping Labanotation symbols to robot configurations

the gestures. All possible configurations of the left arm of
RABOT1 are shown in Fig. 12. Then, we assign Labanota-
tion symbols to those configurations.

In the above simple example, because the DOFs in Laban-
otation are identical to the DOFs of RABOT1, a simple
mapping of poses of the body parts to Labanotation symbols
works well. The similar mapping is possible on mapping
Labanotation with upper and lower arm columns to the 9
DOFs RABOT2.

In a general case, we must consider two cases: a robot has
more DOFs than a Labanotation score, and a Labanotation
score has more DOFs than a robot.

Often, a robot has more DOFs than a Labanotation score
owing to the limitation of the sensor used observe humans. A
standard Labanotation score comprises three columns corre-
sponding to the upper arm, lower arm, and hand, instead of
one column as described above. However, owing to this lim-
itation, we may have to omit some of the columns. Often, the
lower arm and the hand columns are concatenated, as is the
case for a Kinect sensor.When a robot has more DOFs than a
Labanotation score, we simply map the concatenated direc-
tions to two robot parts. For example, a Labanotation symbol
in the lower arm column is mapped both to the robot’s lower
armandhanddirections.Wecan apply the same idea to robots
with higher complexity.

Fig. 13 Concatenation method. aOriginal configuration and b concate-
nated configuration

When a Labanotation score has more DOFs than a robot,
we recursively combine adjacent Labanotation symbols into
one symbol until the approximation is consistent with the
robot’s DOFs. Because each body part is connected to each
other and Labanotation digitizes the direction in steps of
45°, possible configurations between two parts consist of
eight cases: continue, forward diagonal, orthogonal, back-
ward diagonal, and reverse, as shown in Fig. 13a. Then, the
reachable directions are eight, as shown in Fig. 13b. One
singular case occurs in the reverse position. By considering
the history of transition, either direction is selected. These
eight cases are true for directions and levels. This concatena-
tion is mapped to the directions of robot parts. Fortunately,
Labanotation denotes each body part separately. The neces-
sary depth of the recursive operation to be considered is three
for upper-body motion.

5.3 Trajectory Generation

A task only provides the start and end poses represented by
Labanotation symbols. For a robot motion, we need a tra-
jectory to specify the intermediate motions between the two
poses. In this study, we implemented a linear interpolation
method for determining joint angles.

5.4 Evaluation of System Performance

We compared human motions with robot motions between
two key frames, as shown in Fig. 14. The top and bottom rows
show the original human and robotmotions, respectively. The
poses surrounded by the dotted boxes are the poses in key
frames. Because the motion speeds of the three robots are
different owing to their different control mechanisms, the
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Fig. 14 Poses in key frames and intermediate frames. The first row is
a sequence of human performance, second row shows Labanotation
scores corresponding to key poses, and the third and fourth rows show
robot performance

Fig. 15 Key poses

intermediate poses captured between the two key poses are
different. However, from visual inspection, human observers
tend to neglect such differences in intermediate poses. They
only care about the key poses in the key frames, as expected.
In fact, this finding supports our argument about the neces-
sity and sufficiency of Labanotation for the equivalent dance
set.

Figure 15 shows the key poses in the key frames. Based
on visual inspection, again, we can consider that the system
can reproduce the original motion reasonably well.

6 Evaluation of Labanotation Encoder

6.1 Test Data

We evaluated the performance of the Labanotation encoder.
We tested our encoding methods on the following six daily
conversation motions:

• Sequence 1: waving right arm (Fig. 16a),
• Sequence 2: moving arms up and down like a weighing
scale (Fig. 16b),

• Sequence 3: drawing three horizontal lines at different
heights (Fig. 16c),

Fig. 16 Six daily conversation motions as test data. aWaving right arm,
b moving arms up and down like a weighing scale, c drawing three
horizontal lines at different heights, d one arm pointing at a place,
waving the other arm to ask someone to come here, e moving hands up
and down according to some rhythm and pointing one hand at a specific
place and f chicken wing dance

• Sequence 4: one arm pointing at a place, waving the other
arm to ask someone to come there (Fig. 16d),

• Sequence 5:moving hands up and down according to some
rhythm and then pointing one hand at a specific place
(Fig. 16e),
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Table 1 Key frame detection

Loss of
key
frames

Sq1 Sq2 Sq3 Sq4 Sq5 Sq6

Total 0 0 0 0 1 1

Parallel 0 0 0 0 0 0

• Sequence 6: Chicken wing dance (Fig. 16f).

We asked a Labanotation expert, who has a license from
the Labanotation committee, to generate Labanotation. This
license system guarantees the consistency of the gener-
ated Labanotation, independent on individual Labanotation
experts. The serial number of an assistant frame is denoted
by parenthesis in Fig. 16.

6.2 Key Frame Detection

We evaluated the performance of the total and the parallel
methods by using the aforementioned six sequences. Table 1
shows the comparisons of key frame detection. In this com-
parison, the assistant frames are not used to calculate the
error between the Labanotation generated automatically and
that generated by the Labanotation expert. The total energy
method failed to extract one key frame each from Sequences
5 and 6, while the parallel method detected all key frames
successfully.

6.3 Distance Among Labanotation

We compared our encoder-generated Labanotation scores
from the extracted key frames with those generated by the
Labanotation expert. To evaluate the quality of these Laban-
otation scores, we defined the distance measure between two
Labanotation scores. A Labanotation score of one sequence,
L, can be represented as a matrix, the columns of which cor-
respond to each of the body parts and the rows correspond
to each of the key frames. Each element of the matrix repre-
sents the body direction, which is digitized into 26 directions,
each corresponding to one Labanotation symbol, as shown
in Fig. 8. Each component of the matrix represents the body
direction digitized into 26 directions. Since we limited our
scope to the upper body in the present study, given T sam-
pling along the time axis, each dance can be represented as
a T×4 matrix. Here, the subscripts l–w, l–e, r–e, and r–w
denote the left lower arm, left upper arm, right upper arm,
right lower arm, respectively.

L �

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
l{t,l−w} l{t,l−e} l{t,r−e} l{t,r−w}

...
...

...
...

l{2,l−w} l{2,l−e} l{2,r−e} l{2,r−w}
l{1,l−w} l{1,l−e} l{1,r−e} l{1,r−w}

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (15)

Table 2 Distance among generated Labanotation

Error Sq1 Sq2 Sq3 Sq4 Sq5 Sq6

Total 8.75 8.55 5.07 5.56 9.49 10.93

Parallel 8.00 8.55 5.07 4.81 6.30 7.62

Each spatial direction can be represented as a point on
the Gaussian sphere. The difference measure between two
directions can be defined as the geodesic distance between
the two corresponding points over the Gaussian sphere.

We can define the distance measure between two Laban-
otation scores, L and M, as the summation of the geodesic
distances of each element:

D �
T∑
i�1

4∑
j�1

d(li j ,mi j ) (16)

Here d(a, b) is the geodesic distance over the Gaussian
sphere of two spherical points a and b.

Suppose we have two matrices A and B. A is extracted by
a human expert, while B is extracted by a program. A and B
may have different number of rows. First, we pair the rows
in B with the closest counterparts in A. Some rows might not
be paired. Two cases are possible:

1. B has rows that cannot be paired with A. This indicates
that the program extracted more key frames than the
human expert. Those extra rows are ignored from the
calculation because there is no negative effect of insert-
ing extra frames and key poses on robot performance.

2. B has less rows than A. This indicates that the program
missed the necessary key frames extracted by the human
expert. We penalize each deficient row with the worst
case that may occur, which means all four body parts are
in opposite directions (Table 2).

In terms of the distance of the generated Labanotation
scores, errors generated by the parallel method are less than
those generated by the total method.

7 Conclusion

In this paper,we proposed the use ofLabanotation as the basis
for defining robot tasks under the learning-from-observation
paradigm in the domain of upper-body motions. We con-
structed a robot system to observe and mimic upper-body
motions of humans. By observing human motions, we first
extracted key frames, where one part of a human body
briefly stops, by analyzing upper-body motions. To accom-
plish hardware independency,we introducedLabanotation as
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the basic method for task representation. Because Labanota-
tion is independent of robot hardware, tasks modeled based
on Labanotation can be executed on different robot platforms
by simply replacing mapping modules. We implemented the
proposed system on two custom-made robots as well as a
GR001 robot.

By using Labanotation, continuous motions can be effec-
tively compressed and encoded. This compression is essen-
tial for a cloud robot, which is connected to a cloud computer
and receives a fewmotion commands through a narrow chan-
nel between the robot and a cloud computer. In Labanotation,
the entire motion space is divided into specific symbols, so
that any gesture can be classified into a combination of sym-
bols with a reasonable degree of coarseness corresponding
to human perception.

For ensuring system completeness, we included an initial
implementation of a task-mapping module for Labanotation,
which controls robots on what-do-to. The module depends
on the configuration of each robot as well as its control
mechanism. Further discussion is necessary to consider the
relationship between Labanotation and robot configurations.
However, such a discussion is beyond the scope of computer
vision studies.

Another important aspect of the mapping module is skill.
In this study, we do not focus on skills, namely, trajectory
variance. We simply interpolate the intermediate motions
by linearly interpolating the joint angles. Laban proposed
the Laban effort graph to characterize trajectories and speed
variances along a trajectory by using symbolic representa-
tions such as Sudden, Smooth, Direct, and Indirect. In the
future, we will implement this trajectory specification based
on observation and characterization based onLaban’s efforts.
It is also necessary to relate the effort graph with to human
motions.

We used the upper and lower body to generate differ-
ent representations. This is because the upper-body motions
can be designed with little concern about dynamic bal-
ance for realistic representation of such motions, while the
design lower-body motions strictly require consideration of
dynamic balancing to avoiding falls. As for the lower-body
motions, Nakaoka et al. (2007) covers the topic.

In this study, we employed analytic functions to detect
key frames. In addition, we used a 3D sensor to extract stick
figures from the input sequences. It is interesting if we can
obtain such information from 2D video streams by using
DNN techniques. We will continue such efforts in the future.

Currently, many computer vision researchers focus on
“recognition of gestures” to classify continuous human
motions into categories such as “standing up” or “running”.
It is unclear whether such categorizations provide the nec-
essary and sufficient classes to describe human perception
and how each category, such as given by standard data-
bases, is related with each other. We can use Labanotation

as intermediate representations that describe such motions
and guarantee equivalence in classes of human perceptions
as described in Sect. 3.4. One of the interesting applications
is to use Labanotation scores for categorization of action
classes, such as “standing up” or “running” and to find com-
mon sets of symbol combinations that infer the underlying
meanings of each action. For example, which part of the
observed motions does really mean “running?” We can also
provide a taxonomy of actions based on the distance mea-
sures of Labanotation scores.
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